Downscaling methods are utilized to assess the effects of large scale atmospheric circulation on local hydrological variables such as precipitation and runoff. In this paper, a methodology of statistical downscaling using a support vector machine (SVM) approach is presented to simulate and predict the precipitation using general circulation model (GCM) data. Due to the complexity and issues related to finding a relationship between the large scale climatic parameters and local precipitation, the climate variables (predictors) affecting monthly precipitation variations over Wales are identified using a combination of the methods including the principal component analysis (PCA), fuzzy clustering, backward selection, forward selection, and Gamma test (GT). The effectiveness of those tools is illustrated through their implementations in the case study. It has been found that although the GT itself fails to identify the best input variable combination, it provides useful and narrowed-down options for further exploration. The best input variable combination is achieved by the GT and forward selection method. This approach can be a useful way for assessing the impacts of climate variables on precipitation forecasting.
INTRODUCTION
A general circulation model (GCM) is a numerical model based on the conservation laws of momentum, energy, and water vapor utilized for analysis of atmosphere in all three spatial dimensions. GCMs are the most reliable and powerful tool for estimating the climate variables at large spatial scale. GCMs provide outputs at nodes of grid boxes, which are tens of thousands of square kilometers in size. However, most hydrological models used in climate studies need to simulate sub-grid scale (higher spatial resolution). Therefore, there is a need to downscale the GCM outputs to higher resolutions.
Statistical downscaling methods establish a statistical relationship between one or several large-scale meteorological variables (including air temperature, relative humidity, specific humidity, geo-potential height, zonal, vertical, and meridional wind velocities at various pressure levels and sea level pressure (SLP)), and local-scale variables such as precipitation, temperature, and stream flow. This is done by translating anomalies of the large scale climate data (predictors) into anomalies of some local scale variable (predictand) . The most popular approach of downscaling is the regression method that relies on the direct quantitative relationship between the local scale climate variable (predictand) and the variables containing the large scale climate information (predictors) through some form of regression.
Many previous studies about the selection of predictors have been based on regression analysis on the fundamental assumption that regional climate is conditioned by large scale atmospheric state and antecedent predictands variables. In order to find the most effective nodes of grid boxes of GCM outputs, the regression analysis is utilized as well. At the scale of the UK, several studies have investigated the connections between surface temperature and pressure as predictors and rainfall as predictand (Barrow & Alternatively, principal component analysis (PCA) is one of the multivariate statistical methods which can be used to reduce the input variable complexity when we have a huge volume of information (Camdevyren et al. ) . PCA changes the input variables into principal components (PCs) that are independent and linear compounds of input variables (Lu et al. ) . Instead of the direct use of input variables, they are transformed into PCs and then used as input variables. In this method, the information of input variables will be presented with minimum losses in PCs (Helena et al. ) . Then, the SLP gridded data are clustered in similar groups using the fuzzy clustering method. In order to determine the most important cluster centers in downscaling modeling, the regression method, GT, backward selection, and forward selection are used to select the most effective input variables for SVM modeling. Finally, the results of different approaches for input selection are compared. The paper is organized as follows: the methods are briefly described in the next section, including the PCA, fuzzy clustering, the GT, backward/ forward selection and leave-one-out cross validation (LOOCV) and SVM. This is followed by a case study for implementing the proposed methodology. Next, the obtained results are presented, followed by a summary and conclusion.
In

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The PCA technique
The PCA was invented in 1901 by Karl Pearson (Pearson ) . PCA is a statistical procedure to transfer correlated variables into a set of uncorrelated variables by identifying the patterns of multidimensional variables. In the PCA method, the eigenvalue decomposition of a data covariance matrix or singular value decomposition of a data matrix is calculated. Through the PCA procedure, the internal structure of data in an unbiased way is revealed for selecting the model predictors. PCA identifies patterns in data and presents the data in a way to highlight their similarities and differences.
PCA is based on the statistical representation of random variables. Suppose a random vector population X, where
and the mean of that population is denoted by:
For performing PCA, first the covariance matrix of the normalized variables is computed:
where the components of C x , denoted by c ij , represent the covariance between the random variable components x i and x j . The component c ii is the variance of the component x i .
Using the symmetric covariance matrix, an orthogonal basis is obtained by finding its eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
The eigenvectors e i and the corresponding eigenvalues λ i are the solution of the following equation:
These values can be determined by finding the solution of the characteristic equation:
where the I is the identity matrix having the same order as 
where w i is the percentage of the total variance explained by the ith PCs. The PCA is based on the linear systems and may not be very effective when the system is very nonlinear.
The Fuzzy clustering method
Cluster analysis is used to divide data into groups (clusters) in such a way that similar data objects are assigned to the same cluster and dissimilar data objects to different clusters.
The data clustering improves data understanding and reveals its internal structure. In fuzzy logic, we speak about degrees of belief between '0 and 1' or 'true and false' where the degree of membership is expressed by a membership function, ranging from '0 to 1.' In fuzzy clustering method, the membership function is used to assign the data to the clusters. The most prominent fuzzy clustering algorithm is the fuzzy c-means, a fuzzification of k-means
The fuzzy c-means algorithm is utilized to partition a collection of elements X ¼ x 1 , . . . , x n ð Þinto a collection of c fuzzy clusters with respect to some given criteria.
The algorithm provides a list of c cluster centers
. . , c, including the degree to which element x i belongs to cluster c j .
The LOOCV method
Cross validation is one of the most commonly used model selection criteria in data mining (Allen ; 
Backward and forward selection procedure
In the backward selection method, the variables are iteratively incorporated into larger and larger sets of variables.
1. Assume the total number of variables is P. At the beginning, all the variables are used to create a model with P input variables.
2. One variable is removed from the input variables. Thus, P states of input variables combination are generated. 3. The best model of the previous step is used as a base to explore a second input variable that should be removed.
As in
Step 2, for each P-1 input variable combination, a model is constructed with N LOOCV tasks and an average testing error is estimated for the input variable combination. The number of models explored is N(P-1). The best model is chosen based on the minimum errors.
4. This procedure is iterated until enough input variables are included in the model.
In the forward selection procedure which is similar to the backward selection procedure, at the beginning one variable is used and variables are progressively added one by one.
In this study, at first all SLP gridded data clusters are This procedure of removing the input variables is iterated until a stopping criterion is reached (in this study, it is when the error starts to grow again). One of the aims of this paper is assessment of different methods including correlation analysis, GT, and multicollinearity methods in selecting the removable variables.
The Gamma test (GT)
The GT is used to examine the relationship between inputs and outputs in numerical data sets without a need to construct a prediction model. The GT is used prior to modeling and estimating the variance of the output, even though the model is unknown. This error variance estimate presents a target mean squared error that any smooth nonlinear function should attain on the unseen data. Suppose we have a set of observed data represented by:
where the vector X ¼ x 1 , . . . , x M ð Þis the input, confined to a closed bounded set C ∈ R M and the scalar y is the corresponding output, without loss of generality. The only assumption made is that the relationship of the system is in the following form:
where f represents a smooth function and r denotes an indeterminable part, which may be due to real noise or lack of functional determination in the assumed input/output relationship. The GT is used for a data-derived estimation for Var(r) without knowing the underlying function f, just directly from the data. The estimate of the model's output variance called the Gamma statistic and represented by Γ cannot be accounted for by a smooth data model. The GT is derived from the Delta function of the input vectors:
where N[i,k] shows the index of the kth ((1 k k Max )) nearest neighbor to x i , and |.| denotes Euclidean distance.
Thus δ M (k) is the mean square distance to the kth nearest neighbor. The corresponding Gamma function of the output values is:
The GT computes the mean-squared kth nearest neighbor distances δ(k), (1 k k Max ) and the corresponding γ p ð Þ 2 where k Max is the maximum number of nearest neighbors. In order to compute Γ the best line is constructed for 
The parameters (W,b) should be determined to minimize the sum of the squared deviations of the data utilizing the least squares approach:
Some deviation ε between the eventual targets y i and the function y is allowed by defining the following constraint:
A band or a tube around the hypothesis function y can be visualized with points outside the tube regarded as training errors, otherwise called slack variables ξ i . For points inside the tube, the slack variables are zero and increase gradually for points outside the tube. This approach to regression is called ε-SV regression (Vapnik ) . It can be shown that this regression problem can be expressed as the following convex optimization problem:
Subject to:
where C is a pre-specified and positive constant that determines the degree of penalized loss when a training error occurs, ξ i and ξ Ã i are slack variables that represent the upper and the lower training errors subject to an error tolerance ε.
Then the Lagrange function is constructed from both the objective function and the corresponding constraints to solve the optimization problem. SVMs are characterized by the usage of kernel function used to change the representation of the data in the input space to a linear representation in a higher dimensional space called a feature space.
Genetic algorithm (GA)
GA is an evolutionary algorithm which utilizes a random search technique to imitate the biological and genetic pro- download at the NCEP/NCAR internet site http://dss.ucar.
edu/pub/reanalysis/).
RESULTS
Application of PCA and fuzzy clustering
In order to find the pattern in the 209 grid points and reduce the number of dimensions, the PCA has been applied. The eigenvalue decomposition of a data covariance matrix is calculated. Figure 5 shows the percentage of information which is transferred with different grid points. In Table 1 
Identification of lag times
A lag correlation analysis between the standardized precipitation and cluster centers of SLP is carried out to find the lag time of the SLP influence on the Welsh precipitation. A lag correlation analysis of the SLP shows that the monthly precipitation has higher correlation with the SLP variation in the previous months.
The results of correlation values between the precipitation and the cluster centers of SLP variables with lags from zero to six are presented in Table 2 .
The results show the precipitation has the most correlation with the zero lag-SLP. However, if we want to forecast the precipitation a few months ahead, the correlation of clusters with 5 month lags is relatively high.
Therefore, the forecasting lead time is considered as 5 months. 
Data selection methods
Input selection using the correlation coefficient
In this method, the predictor variables are selected based on high correlation with the precipitation. The most correlated SLP cluster data with the precipitation are Clusters 8, 6, 10, 3, 1, 5, 2, 9, 7, and 4, respectively. A backward approach is adopted so that the first model starts with all the variables which are gradually removed one by one by assessing their correlation coefficients. Therefore, nine models with 10 to one number of highly correlated variables are generated as shown in Table 3 . The masks of the precipitation forecasting models with 5 month lead time are presented in this table.
These results are then further investigated by running the sampling method of the LOOCV. This method holds one data out for testing and the remaining data for training the prediction model (i.e., the SVM model in this study). The process is repeated until all the variables are utilized as testing data and finally, the model performance can be computed by averaging the results of all the testing data. The model's performance has been evaluated using the LOOCV method in order to obtain the generalization error of the models to the testing data. The RMSE and MAE are used to evaluate the models:
where P i and P i are the estimated and observed precipitation and N is the number of historical precipitation data. Finally, the model with the lowest RMSE and MAE on the testing data is selected as this is the most optimal model among those tested. Table 3 The forward method is also used for input selection. The selection procedure starts with one variable which is highly correlated with the precipitation and then adds one by one.
The input selection using the forward method gives similar results to the backward method. The results presented in Table 3 show that the model with 10 variables is the best one in the testing step. Input selection using the correlation coefficient considering multicollinearity Multicollinearity occurs when two or more predictor variables in a multiple regression model are highly correlated.
In this section, the multicollinearity among predictors in the models is explored. For this purpose, the possibility of multicollinearity is assessed by carrying out the correlation matrix for all the variables. The correlation value varies between À1 and þ1. The correlation coefficient values are presented in Table 4 and four pairs of variables have coefficient values more than 0.8, which can be classified as highly correlated.
In this method, the predictor variables are selected Finally, nine models with 10 to one variables are generated as shown in Table 6 . These results are then further investigated by developing the SVM model with the LOOCV method. The results show that the model with 10 input variables has the lowest RMSE and MAE on the testing data and, therefore, this model is the best one to be chosen.
The forward method is also used for input selection. The Therefore, 10 models with one to 10 variables are generated as shown in Table 7 . The results show that the model with 10 input variables has the lowest RMSE and MAE on the testing data and therefore, this model is the best one to be chosen. The comparison of the results presented in Tables 6 and 7 demonstrates that the developed model based on the forward selection has a lower testing error than the backward selection. Maybe it is because the forward selection picked up the promising variables in the initial steps of input selection procedure.
Input selection using GT
With the GT, the input variable selection can be carried out without estimating the model parameters. A backward approach is used in calculating the GT. Thus, the modeling procedure starts with all the potential input variables, and progressively one variable by turn is removed. After removing one variable, the gamma statistics are computed and this process is repeated until one variable is left. The variable with the higher GT value would be the less promising variable because of the error variance in the input-output is higher. The least promising variable is picked up by the GT value. The best combination of variables can be identified by observing its GT value. Therefore, a combination that gives the lowest GT value indicates the best input combination.
The GT values for input variable combinations are shown in Table 8 , and the result is plotted in Figure 8 . The masks of the best models with nine to one input variables are 1101111111, 1001111111, 1001011111, 1001011011, 1001011010, 0001011010, 0001010010, 0000010010, and 0000010000, respectively. It can be noted from Figure 8 that there is a local minimum with the GT value of 6.
In order to evaluate the GT for input selection, the SVM models are constructed using the selected combinations of these variables with the LOOCV principle for calculating the training and testing errors. Table 9 shows the RMSE and MAE for training and testing with the combination of 10 to one input variables as identified by the GT. The results show the model with 10 input variables has the lowest RMSE on the testing data and therefore, this model is the best one to be chosen. Figure 9 illustrates the structure of the model complexity (represented by the number of input variables) in relation to the training and testing RMSE values.
The forward method is also used for input selection with the GT and the results are shown in Table 10 and Figure 10 . The best model with four variables is the best model selected by the forward method.
In order to evaluate the GT for input selection, the SVM models are developed to simulate the model performance in training and testing steps with the LOOCV principle. Table 11 shows the RMSE and MAE for training and testing with the combination of 10 to one input variables as identified by the GT. The results show the model with seven input variables has the lowest RMSE on the testing data and, therefore, this model is the best one to be chosen. Figure 11 illustrates the structure of the model complexity (represented by the number of input variables) in relation to the training and testing RMSE values.
Model identification using GA
In the search for good irregular embeddings in a high dimensional input space, an alternative to the frequency analysis of a Gamma histogram is to use a genetic algorithm in which a mask's fitness is inversely proportional to its GT value.
The selection of individual solutions is performed in a probabilistic manner. The better solutions are the masks that represent the solutions with the lowest Gamma statistics and they have a greater chance of being selected for the next generation. Figure 12 is produced in real time to provide continuous feedback during the experiment. This feedback can be used to determine when to stop the algorithm, for example when there is convergence between the best individual fitness and the overall population fitness. Figure 12 shows the best and average fitness functions of the optimization model for different iterations. Figure 13 shows the GT values for different combination of inputs. The interval of 2-11 of the x-axis in this figure is referred to as the models with nine input variables. are referred to the models with eight, seven, six, and five input variables, respectively. The results show that the mask '1011011010' with six input variables has the least GT value at 0.7149. 
Model comparison
This study explored the variable selections by correlation coefficient, multicollinearity analysis, the GT with backward selection, the GT with forward selection, and the GT with GA search methods. Performances for those models in the training and testing data are shown in Table 13 indicated by the RMSE and MAE. The test results reveal that the input selection with the GT and forward selection method has the lowest testing error followed by the GT with GA search method for input variable selection.
In order to evaluate the SVM model as a precipitation prediction model, the SVM model's performance is compared with the multiple linear regression model as a benchmark model. In both models, the input variables are selected using the GT and forward selection method. The errors are evaluated using the SVM and multiple linear regression simulation models with the LOOCV. The result presented in Table 14 indicates that the SVM model has the lowest RMSE and MAE value on the training and testing data. Therefore the SVM model is selected for precipitation prediction with the 5 month lead time.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The selection of appropriate predictor, or characteristics from the large scale atmospheric circulation, is one of the Figure 10 | GT values and number of input variables using forward selection. show the combination of the forward method with correlation analysis and GT yields a better model than the backward method. Maybe it is because the forward selection picks up the promising variables in initial steps of the input selection procedure. In this study, the local minimum for the backward selection and GT is six. A further investigation reveals that a 10 variable model is the optimal. For the backward selection, the local minimum is found to be four but a further evaluation shows that a model with seven variables is the optimal. However, since both procedures are not an exhaustive search, the best result from them may not be the overall 'best' result and may miss the 'true' best. The GA search shows the local minimum is six and the further evaluation shows that a model with eight variables is the optimal.
However, the overall best result is the model selected with the GT and forward selection. The input selection using the GTs with the forward and backward methods and GA search is more reliable than the models using the regression and multicollinearity analysis. 
